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                                                                    Orange wine goes mainstream, and five other restaurant wine trends

                    
                                                                                                        
                                                        
                        Look out also for new bottle sizes, more modest pours at some establishments and the reevaluation of France’s under-appreciated Jurançon region.  
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                                    Snowfox Group boss Richard Hodgson to headline The Grocer Omnichannel Conference
                            

        
                        Former PizzaExpress CEO and current boss at YO! owner Snowfox Group Richard Hodgson will take the keynote spot at The Grocer’s Omnichannel Conference this May.
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                                    Sessions raises £3m from Guinness Ventures
                            

        
                        Food content business Sessions has raised a further £3m from existing investors Guinness Ventures as it seeks to expand on its technology offering while launching a new franchising arm, starting with its SoBe Burger and Ivan Ramen brands.
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                                    Wildwood operator Tasty to exit 20 loss making sites
                            

        
                        Wildwood operator Tasty plans to exit around 20 loss making sites as part of a company restructuring to secure its long-term future.
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                                    Portobello Pub Company acquires Darwin & Wallace
                            

        
                        Portobello Pub Company has completed on a deal to purchase London-based neighbourhood bar and restaurant business Darwin & Wallace.
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                                    Monica and David Galetti's restaurant Mere to close
                            

        
                        Monica and David Galetti's Mere in Fitzrovia will close later this month after seven years.
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                                    Chez Roux to open at The Langham
                            

        
                        Michel Roux Jr is opening a new restaurant at The Langham in London.
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                                    Dan McGeorge to open Vetch in Liverpool
                            

        
                        Chef Dan McGeorge, winner of Great British Menu in 2021, will open his debut restaurant later this spring.
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                                    Karol Ploch named 2024 Roux Scholar
                            

        
                        Karol Ploch has won the 2024 Roux Scholarship following the finals of the competition held at the Waterside Inn in Bray.
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                                    Team behind The Eight and YiQi to open third Chinatown restaurant
                            

        
                        A restaurant dedicated to hand-pulled noodles and soups is making its debut in London's Chinatown.
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                                    Wendy’s to open raft of new restaurants
                            

        
                        US burger giant Wendy’s is continuing its push across the UK with the opening of a string of new restaurants this year.
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                                    Batman ends: London’s Park Row closes 
                            

        
                        Wonderland Restaurants has closed its Batman-themed London restaurant Park Row but says it intends to relocate its immersive dining experience The Monarch Theatre.
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                                    Vinyl focused restaurant Drifter to open in Brighton
                            

        
                        Rob Shenton and Charlie Bunn, the respective owners of Brighton restaurant Riddle and Finn’s and Hickstead Estate, are launching are music-driven restaurant on the south coast.
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                                    Competitive socialising group Red Engine secures £60m facility
                            

        
                        Flight Club Darts and Electric Shuffle operator Red Engine has secured a new £60m facility from Santander, HSBC and Barclays to support its global expansion plans.
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                                    Brighton’s Kindling relaunches as a steak specialist 
                            

        
                        Brighton restaurant Kindling has reopened with a focus on steaks following a six month hiatus. 
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                                    Cantonese grab-and-go brand Mama Li to double up in London
                            

        
                        Cantonese roast meats specialist Mama Li is to open a second London site following the success of its debut location in Tower Hill. 
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                    The Gladwin Brothers to open The Pig’s Ear pub in Chelsea
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                    Justin Carter named Loungers group managing director in one of three key appointments
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                    Pizza Pilgrims: “Getting B Corp status is the beginning, rather than the finish line”
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                    Zia Lucia opens first regional restaurant in Reading
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                    Euan MacDonald and Mel Culross launch No No Please on Brighton’s Preston Street
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                    Ping Pong to trial 15% ‘brand charge’ ahead of tipping law introduction
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                    Jesse Dunford Wood closes Harvest in Kensal Rise after just one year
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                    Latest opening: The Cocochine
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                    Supper London ceases operations
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                    José Pizarro to open all-day restaurant Lolo in Bermondsey
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                    Uncorked: Ben Hodges
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                    ION Harbour by Simon Rogan awarded second Michelin star
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                    Comptoir Libanais opens first Abu Dhabi restaurant
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                    McDonald's to buy back Israel franchise following boycotts
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                    Hotbox launches £1.5m fundraise as it looks to return to expansion trail
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                    Boxpark reveals food trader line-up for its upcoming Liverpool food hall  
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                    Shake Shack pulls into St Pancras for first UK train station restaurant
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                    Papa John’s confirms closure of 43 ‘underperforming’ sites
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                    Flash-grilled: Spasia Dinkovski
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                    Larry Jayasekara on why The Cocochine is not just another high-end restaurant
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                    Kirk Haworth crowned Great British Menu 2024 Champion of Champions
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                    Gareth Bartram to take on Auction House in Louth
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                    Mauro Colagreco to bring a taste of Mirazur to London
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                    Book review: The Connaught Bar
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                                    The man who went from scotch egg slinger to seasoned restaurateur
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                                    How does a 48-year-old global restaurant brand turning over $2.9b use technology?
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